
 
 

6 Cycle- Week 2 (September 27 to October 9 ) 

Period 1 

Step – 1 Study the following topic from textbook: 

 The modern periodic table 

 Position of Elements in the Modern Periodic Table 

Step – 2 

 

Study the same topics in the following part of Extra mark app       

 Ch- Periodic Classification of Elements→ Detailed learning →Understanding concepts 

Step – 3 Clear your doubts (if any) from subject teacher  

Step – 4 Revise using following Bullet points: 

The Modern Periodic Table: In 1913, Henry Moseley showed that the atomic number 

of an element is a more fundamental property than its atomic mass. 

Modern Period Law: The physical and chemical properties of elements are the periodic 

function of their atomic number. 

Modern periodic table is based on atomic number of elements. 

Atomic number (Z) is equal to the number of protons present in the nucleus of an atom 

of an element. 

Modern periodic table contains 18 vertical columns known as group and seven 

horizontal rows known as periods. 

On moving from left to right in a period, the number of valence electrons increases from 

1 to 8 in the elements present. 

On moving from left to right in a period, number of shell remains same. 

All the elements of a group of the periodic table have the same number of valence 

electrons. 

End of Period-1 

Period 2 

Step – 1 Study the following topic from textbook: 

 Trends in the Modern Periodic Table 

Step – 2 Study the same topics in the following part of Extra mark app       

 Ch- Periodic Classification of Elements→ Detailed learning →Understanding concepts 

Step – 3 Clear your doubts (if any) from subject teacher 

Step – 4 Revise using following Bullet points: 

Trends in Modern Periodic Table: Valency, Atomic size, metallic and non-metallic 

characters, and Electronegativity. 

Valency: The valency of an element is determined by the number of valence electrons 

present in the outermost shell of its atom (i.e. the combining capacity of an element is 

known as its valency). 

In Period: On moving from left to right in a period, the valency first increases from 1 to 

4 and then decreases to zero (0). 

In Groups: On moving from top to bottom in a group, the valency remains same because 

the number of valence electrons remains the same. 

Example: Valency of first group elements = 1 Valency of second group elements = 2. 

Atomic size: Atomic size refers to radius of an atom. It is a distance between the centre 

of the nucleus and the outermost shell of an isolated atom. 

In Period: On moving from left to right in a period, atomic size decreases because 

nuclear charge increases. 

Example: Size of second period elements: Li > Be > B > C > N > O > F 



Point to know: The atomic size of noble gases in corresponding period is largest 

due to presence of fully filled electronic configuration (i.e. complete octet). 

In Group: Atomic size increases down the group because new shells are being 

added in spite of the increase in nuclear charge. 

Example ; Atomic size of first group element : Li < Na < K < Rb < Cs < Fr 

Atomic size of 17th group elements : F < Cl < Br < I 

Metallic character: It is the tendency of an atom to lose electrons. In Period: Along the 

period from left to right, metallic characters decrease because a tendency to lose electron 

decreases due to the increase in nuclear charge. Example: Metallic character of second 

period elements: Li > Be > B > C >> N > O > F 

In Group: Metallic character, when moving from top to bottom increases because the 

atomic size and tendency to lose electrons increases. 

Example: First group element : Li < Na < K < Rb < Cs 

Non-metallic character: It is tendency of an atom to gain electrons. 

In Period: Along the period from left to right, non-metallic character increases because 

tendency to gain electrons increases due to increase in nucleus charge. Example; Non-

metallic character of 2nd period elements: Li < Be < B < C < N < O < F In Group: On 

moving from top to bottom in a group, non-metallic character decreases because atomic 

size increases and tendency to gain electrons decreases. Ex. Non-metallic character of 

17th period element: F > Cl > Br > I 

Atomic size: The atomic size may be visualised as the distance between the centre of the 

nucleus and the outermost shell of an isolated atom. 

The trend of atomic size (radius) in moving down a group: Ongoing down in a group 

of the Periodic Table, the atomic size increases because a new shell of electrons is added 

to the atoms at every step. There is an increase in distance between the outermost shell 

electrons and the nucleus of the atom. 

The trend of atomic size (radius) in moving from left to right in a period: On 

moving from left to right along a period, the size of atoms decreases because on moving 

from left to right, the atomic number of elements increases which means that the number 

of protons and electrons in the atoms increases. Due to the large positive charge on the 

nucleus, the electrons are pulled in more closely to the nucleus and the size of the atom 

decreases. 

End of Period-2 

 


